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Abstract 
The FREJA magnetospheric research satellite was 
launched on October 6, 1992 as a "piggyback" payload 
on a Long March 2C rocket from the Jiuquan Satellite 
Launch Center in China. The satellite is in an orbit 
between 601 and 1756 km at 63.00 inclination. FREJA 
is a sun-pointing spinner with a 2.2 m diameter and 
214.0 kg mass. The Swedish Space Corporation is the 
Prime Contractor to the Swedish National Space Board. 
FREJA images the aurora and measures particles and 
fields in the upper ionosphere and lower magnetosphe-
re. Swedish, German, Canadian and U.S. instruments 
are flown on the satellite. Ground stations are Esrange, 
Sweden and the Prince Albert Satellite Station in 
Canada. This paper is an overview of FREJA emphasi-
sing design. procurement, engineering, management and 
operations methods used to achieve a low program cost 
(14 MS incL launch, excL experiments). 
1 Project origins. budget and partners 
FREJA was initiated in 1987 when the CZ-2C launch 
reservation was "left over" from the cancelled Mailstar 
project, a store-and-forward low-orbit communications 
satellite. The launch reservation was the result of a 
competition for launching Mailstar, and not particularly 
adapted to an auroral mission. However, the inclination 
provided by the CZ-2C (63~ was high enough to 
stimulate the interest of Swedish scientists into using it 
for an auroral research mission. The launch price was 
very attractive, making it feasible to build a satellite 
despite the acute lack of funds in the Swedish space 
budgeL The funds available were less than half the cost 
of the low-cost VIKING project (VIKING satellite [excl 
experiments] and launch: 34 MS in 1991 price level). 
The Swedish National Space Board and scientists 
showed great trust in SSC and let us use unconventional 
methods to cut costs. 
F'JgUre 1 FREJA in deployed configuration. Wire booms not shown to scale. 
1 CZ-2C fDCr;rf.Ico rlDs 
2- 8-bIrad 1rmImit aDtam& 1 W1ft> boom .t: probe (1 of CS) 
3 STAR 1M rocket mator 8 Stiff boom (1 ol2) 
4 4SO MHz command anD:mla 9 BJI.pmbcs 
5 Pdmazy S1IDSCNJOI' 10 AC~(P4) 
6 Solar pmeI (1 of 8) 11 DC1N~(P2.) 12 CP.RP prcIle 
Table 1 below summarizes the design and development 
costs of the FRIDA satellite (excl. experiments) plus the 
launch cost in current prices. In this calculation the 
dollar has been assumed to be worth 6.60 Swedish 
Crowns. 
Table 1 FRIDA satellite development & launch 
costs (current prices). The table is based on: 1$ 
= 6.6 SEK. (Presently 1$ = 8 SEK) 
Item Cost 
(kSEK) 
Equipment and subsystems (28912) 
Structure 1978 
Propulsion 3432 
Radio eqpt 2958 
Attitude determ/cntrl 2384 
Power equipment 4842 
Thermal control eqpt 741 
·System Unit· 4568 
Booms 4718 
EOSE 2201 
MOSE 1090 
SSC engr/mgmt labour 22066 
Launch Service 28380 
AIT(incl some test site fees) 13034 
Transport and travel 4300 
Other services 1421 
Technology Security costs 600 
Operations center hardware 600 
GRAND TOTAL 99313 
The financing of these costs comes from the Swedish 
taxpayers via the budget of the Swedish National Space 
Board. donations from Wallenberg Foundations, price 
reductions made by SSC and FFV Aerotech (the AIT 
contractor) and a generous contribution in cash, hard-
ware and services from the German Ministry for Science 
and Technology (BMFI) amounting to approximately 
25% of the COSts above. 
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Canada contributes the tracking services of the Prince I 
Albert tracking station. 
E.xperiment development costs are not included in I 
Table I, but they are covered by the Space Agencies of 
the respective country of origin of the Principal 
Investigators (PI). It is difficult to estimate experiment I 
development costs, but an educated guess is that they 
could amount to maybe 50% of satellite development 
and launch costs. Operations planning and actual I 
spacecraft operations for 24 months will cost about 8 
MSEK. Thus, total project costs including evetything is 
on the order of 160 MSEK. i.e. 20 MS at current I 
exchange rates. 
2 Project Schedule 
I 
I 
The FREJA project was started in August 1987 with 
feasibility studies concerning the use of the Long march 
2C launch opportunity. The first half of 1988 was spent 
completing the system design, writing equipment 
specifications and collecting equipment bids. The 
protoflight satellite structure was completed in the fall 
of 1989. The structure qualification vibration test was I 
performed in China in March 1990. The ·System Unit-
qualification model was delivered for integration on the 
satellite in February 1991. Satellite integration was I 
finished in August 1991. During the rest of 1991 the 
following tests were performed: System EMC, acoustic 
noise, satellite balancing, boom deployment and I 
acceptance vibration tests. In the spring of 1992 the 
Solar Simulation Test, Magnetic survey and ground 
station compatibility tests were carried ouL The satellite 
was shipped to China for launch in August 1992. I 
3 Launching Arrangement 
The Long March 2C (CZ-2C). is a two-stage liquid fuel I 
rocket manufactured by the Beijing Wan Yuan Industry 
Corporation. The lift-off mass is about 191 tons and the 
lift-off thrust is 2747 kN. The rocket is 34 meters long I 
and bas a diameter of 3.35 meters. Both stages are 
propelled by N20 4 and UDMH (Unsymmetrical Di-
Methyl Hydrazine, «CH3hNNHV)· I 
For launching FRIDA the CZ-2C was modified by the 
addition of a cylindrical transition bay (or -Piggyback 
cabinW) between the Chinese FSW-l satellite and the I 
top of the second stage of the CZ-2C. The transition 
bay was split into two cylindrical sections. FRIDA bas 
an interface ring which was clamped between the outer I 
rims of these two cylinders. shows this arrangemenL 
The main satellite was released first while the CZ-2C 
stage was under 3-axis control. After a maneuver to put I 
the separation vector parallell to the orbital tangent at 
the orbital apexes, the top half of the -piggyback cabinw 
was separated by firing four explosive bolts. These bolts 
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only acted on this part and FREJA gently moved away 
from the CZ-2C stage which was braked by solid rock-
ets. At separation the angular rates of the second stage 
were very low. A few seconds after separation solid pro-
pellant spin rockets fired to give FREJA a 50 rpm spin 
in preparation for ignition of orbit adjust motors. 
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Figure 2 Piggyback launch arrangement 
FREJA was launched from the Jiuquan Satellite Launch 
Center (JSLC) in the Gansu province of the People's 
Republic of China located at approximately 41.12~, 
100.31e>E and operated by the CLTC, "China Satellite 
Launch and Tracking Control General". The Cz..2C 
with FREJA lifted off from JSLC at 0620:05 UT on 
October 6, 1992 and put FREJA into a 213.7·317.4 km 
parking orbit at 63° inclination. This orbit was raised to 
reach scientifically interesting regions and to avoid drag 
decay. A Thiokol STAR 13 A fired at the southern apex 
of the parking orbit, 37 minutes after launch, to give 
FREJA an apogee of 1756 km. 53 minutes later a 
STAR 6B motor fired to raise perigee to 601 km. The 
satellite will decay in 250 years. 
4 Satellite Design 
4.1 Overall configuration 
A block diagram of the satellite and a list of 
experiments is shown on p 12. See also Figure 1 and 
Figure 3. The structure consists of a central tube 
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machined from cast magnesium.. Inside this the solid 
rocket motors are mounted on a Kevlar adapter to limit 
heat soak into the satellite from the spent motors. Four 
radial walls connect the central tube with· the CZ-2C 
interface ring and on the top and bottom of the walls 
the top and bottom platform decks are mounted. 
Platform and science equipment are monted on the 
walls and the platforms. 
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Figure 3 FREJA structural concepL 
The unusual mechanical interface to the launch vehicle 
and the need to locate wire boom assemblies and 
scientific instruments on the largest possible radial 
distance from the spin axis makes it impossible to locate 
solar panels on the outside perimeter of the satellite. 
Instead, the top surface is used to locate the solar 
panels. A sun-pointing attitudewas selected to give 
maximum electrical power (130 W End-Of-Life) and 
acceptable, albeit not optimum, viewing angles for the 
scientific. sensors. This mounting of the solar panels 
leaves the back of the panels free so that heat can be 
radiated. 
Spin-stabllization is needed to keep the so-called wire 
booms for measuring electric fields extended. Also, it is 
suitable for a satellite making a two-impulse Hohmann 
transfer. The two rocket motors can be placed along the 
spin axis with nozzles pointing in opposite directions. 
The spin vector attitude is controlled by the well-proven 
quarter-orbit magnetic torquing method. This is used 
for FREJA to make the spin axis track the sun. A 
three-axes magnetometer, redundant solar aspect 
sensors and an IR earth sensor are used for attitude 
determination. Redundancy is used whenever possible. 
FRIDA has redundant transmitters, receivers, batteries, 
solar array shunts, telemetry systetns, telecommand 
decoders, computers, pyro circuits and attitude sensors 
and actuators. 
4.2 Structure 
The Central Tube was made by the Weda foundry and is 
5 mm thick:.Aluminum Honeycomb Panels were made by 
Hexcel, Belgium are used as the structural members of 
the satellite on which other equipment units are 
mounted. They consist of Al/Al honeycomb core 
sandwiched between thin aluminium sheets glued to the 
core. The core is manufactured by Hexcel and is 
corrosion-resistant and perforated. Commercial aircraft 
grade honeycomb has been used to reduce price. 
Dimensional tolerance for this grade was stated to be 
0.2 mm/l00 mm but was found to be about 2:4 times 
better. A thicker adhesive is required than for ·space-
grade· honeycomb panels, which adds about 300 
grammes/m2 compared to a standard space adhesive 
(Redm: 312L). The total mass penalty for FREJA was 
not more than 800 grammes, while material costs were 
reduced by a factor of 10, however. With the exception 
of the radial wa1ls which required integrated edge-
beams, all panels were cut out of large standard 
platfOrIDS. Structural inserts interconnecting honeycomb 
panels were bonded when the panels were in place, 
assuring a stress-free structure in spite of dimensional 
mismatches on the order of 0.5 mm due to panel non-
planeness. Potted equipment inserts were not mounted 
flush with the panel, but were manufactured with a 
flange of initially 1 mm thickness. Each set of inserts 
corresponding to one box attachment were then milled 
fiat in one operation. The milling operation, while non-
trivial, could be performed in a well-equipped machine-
shop and was not particularly costly. The insert flange 
was bonded on the lower side to the panel facesheet, 
resulting in a torque capabDity exceeding that of the 
screw, although the weight of the insert was comparable 
to a standard Shur-Lock inserL A new procedure for 
potting inserts with Stycast 1090 was developed, 
ensuring a minimum void (approximately 1% as 
opposed to typically 30% in other projects). The main 
feature of the potting procedure was potting the inserts 
upside down and using multiple filling operations, 
allOwing the potting compound to settle in between 
each operation. 
The Rocket Motor Support is manufactured by ACR AB, 
Sweden. The STAR 13A and STAR 6B rocket motors 
are mounted inside the central tube. In order to 
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insulate them thermally from the rest of the satellite the I 
structural detail connecting the motors to the central 
tube must be manufactured from a plastic material I 
Therefore the rocket motor support material is Kevlar 
49 fibre as a reinforcement to the Eccobond 104 epoxy. 
4.3 Propulsion System I 
Rocket Motors for changing the orbit were STAR 13 A 
and STAR 6B manufactured by ThiokoL Spin Rockets I 
were manufactured by the Beijing Institute of Space 
Machine and Electricity under the Chinese Academy of 
Space Technology. Two of these small (Propellant mass: I 
370 grammes, Total impulse: 750 Ns) solid-propellant 
rocket motors are used to spin up the satellite after 
separation from the Long March 2C rocket. Two other 
of these motors are used to reduce the spin rate after I 
firing of the two Rocket Motors. 
4.4 Power System 
The basic design concept for the power system was 
I 
developed by Dr Friedheim Melzner of the Max-Planck I 
Institut in Garching based on experience from a similar 
system on the AMPTE/IRM satellite. This simple design 
uses Zener shunt voltage regulator at each of the 16 
solar array strings (See fig on page 5). Thus, in sunlight I 
the bus VOltage is determined by the solar panels. 
Separate strings of solar cells on the panels provide 
enough voltage to charge the Ni- Cd batteries in I 
sUnlight. The voltage of the solar panel shunts is slightly 
higher than that of the VOltage regulators connecting 
the batteries to the main bus via diodes. Therefore, in 
sunlight the batteries are disconnected from the bus. I 
The Solar AlTay was manufactured by Telefunken I 
SystemTechnik, Germany. The cell type used is BSFR 
(Back Surface Field and Reflector) with a size of 19 x 
39 mm and a thickness of 250 11m. This cell type has an 
efficiency of 14% at :zsoc, one solar constant and Air I 
Mass Zero. Each cell is covered by a conductively 
coated cover glass. This is required for scientific reasons 
since the satellite's electric potential has to be as close I 
to that of the surrounding space plasma as possible. The 
cover glass material is Cerium-doped microsheets 
(CMX) with a 300 !lm thickness and coated with ITO I 
(Indium-Tin-Oxide). The whole solar array consists of 
8 panels each having 200 cells. Thus, entire array has 
1600 cells and generates 168 Watts maximum. The cells 
are mounted on an aluminium honeycomb substrate I 
with a 15.6 mm thickness covered with a 50 micron 
thick KAPTON H foil 
The Niclrel-Cadmium Batteries are designed and I 
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manufactured by two different organizations. One 
battery comes from the Shanghai Institute of Space 
Power Sources, China the other from AeroAstro of 
Herndon, Virginia, using Gates cells. Each battery 
contains 24 cells, has a rated capacity of 6 Ah and 
weighs 8 kg. They are charged and discharged in 
parallel. The Lithium Battery was manufactured by 
ElektronikCentralen, Denmark using Electrochem U-
esc cells. The battery provided power to the satellite 
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during the initial phase of the 'mission immediately 
following separation from the launch vehicle. For some 
possible launch windows the solar array would not have 
been illuminated and the satellite would have needed to 
be turned into the sun. Power to the magnetic torquers 
would have been drawn from the Ni-Cd batteries, but 
these needed to be augmented during the first two days 
in orbit by an expendable primary battery - i.e. the U-
battery. 
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4.5 Radio System 
.025 
onm 
.025 
Ohm 
No ranging is used for FREJA, so no transponder is 
needed and separate transmitters and receivers can be 
used. Such units are much less costly than a full 
transponder. The S-band transmitters (T-l02SE) were 
manufactured by Aydin Vector, U.S.A The satellite 
carries two of these units to transmit phase-modulated 
data at 2 Watts nominal output power. The Command 
receivers (RCC 500) are also manufactured by Aydin 
Vector, U.S.A The satellite carries redundant receivers 
operating at at 449.95 MHz. These simple and rugged 
receivers are similar in design to the range safety 
receivers used on launch vehicles. At this frequency the 
Doppler shift is low, and the signal spectrum is quite 
narrow. Therefore a simple FM receiver without PLL 
tracking of the uplink can be used. The uplink Signal is 
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simple bi-phase-L PCM-signals at 1200 bps. S-band 
transmit antennas were manufactured by Saab Ericsson 
Space, Sweden. On each side of the satellite (sunlit and 
dark side) one of these conical helix antennas are 
mounted. The 450 MHz command reception antennas are 
manufactured by FFV Aerotech, Sweden. Two of these 
turnstile antennas are used. 
4.6 Attitude Control 
The well-proven quarter-orbit magnetic torquing 
attitude control method is used to make the spin axis 
track the sun. However, a low orbit gives a good 
magnetic control authority, but it also causes strong 
gravity-gradient disturbance torques for a satellite with 
Table 2 KEY FREJA FACIS 
Name FREJA 
Launch site Jiuquan Satellite 
Launch Center 
41.11SON. 100316~ 
Launch date Oct 6. 1992 0620 UT 
Launcher Long March 2C 
Intern'll Dr 1992-64 A 
Catalog Dr 22161 
Launch mass 255.85 kg 
Orbit mass 214.0 kg 
Size 
.2.2 ~ 0.5 m high 
Inclination 63.00 
Perigee 601.0 km 
Apogee 1756.0 km 
Nodal Period 108.97 min 
Perigee arg. 26Cf 
Attitude Sun-pointer. 10 rpm 
HighTM 2208.1629 MHz 
250/501 kbps 
LowTM 400.55 MHz 
(1200 bps) 
Command 449.95 MHz 
(1200 bps) 
long wire booms. These torques cause spin axis 
movements of the same order of magnitude as the 
motion of the sun in inertial coordinates. 
The Primary Sun Sensorwas designed. and manufactured. 
by Science Management and Engineering GmbH, 
Germany. The key sensing element is a Unear ceo 
Image Sensor (TH 7805A(Z» manufactured by 
Thomson CSF of France. The Secondary Sunsensor was 
designed. and manufactured. by ACR AB. Swed.en. It is 
intended. for sun angles>9Cf. which were possible for 
some launch times. The sensing element is a Position 
Sensitive Photo Detector Type 2IA (SiTek). The Earth 
Sensor was manufactured. by lTf:IACO and is part of the 
Canadian Auroral Imager experiment (F5). The 
Magnetometer (SAM-72CHR) is manufactured. by the 
Schonsted.t Instrument Co.. U.S.A and measures the 
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three components of the Earth's magnetic field. The I 
magnetic field component perpendicular to the spin axis 
is used. by the FREJA System Unit (See belOW) to I 
determine when to change the polarity of the current in 
the spin rate control magnetic torquer. 
Magnetic Torque Rods are manufactured. by l1HACO I 
Inc.. U.S.A These electromagnets change the orienta-
tion of the spin axis and the spin rate of the satellite. 
When current is applied. to the Precession Torquer it I 
interacts with the Earth's magnetic field and generates 
a torque which turns the satellite. The Spin Torquer can 
be seen as the rotor in a DC electric motor where the I 
Earth's magnetic field is the stator field. Commutation 
of the current is provided. by the magnetometer. The 
Nutation Damper is designed. and manufactured by the 
Max-Planck-Institut in Garching. Germany. This unit I 
consist of a closed aluminium tube filled. with a viscous 
fluid. The viscous damping characteristics of the. fluid 
will reduce any irregularities in the spin. 
4.7 The System Unit I 
-Platform functions- are normally provided. by several I 
units connected. by the harness and interface specifica-
tions. FREJA uses a scheme from AMPTEIIRM and 
other satellites, i.e. to have a common unit pedorming I 
most ·platform functions-. 
Table 3 Functions pedormed. by the FRFJA 
System Unit 
Telemetry encoding 
Signal conditiOning for all housekeeping 
channels 
Telecommand decoding 
An onboard processor for stored. com-
mands for attitude control and other 
purposes and for -intelligent- control of 
the power system 
Bus voltage regulation 
Power distribution 
Battery charge control 
Pyro firing circuits 
Drive circuits for magnetic torquers 
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Table 4 EEE-parts list for the FREJA System Unit 
Component Category Manufacturer Type 
Capacitors Ceramic AVX eKR 
Metal1acquer Siemens MKlJ 
Tantalum Sprague CSR13 
Connectors External ITrICannon D·M 
Internal Hypertac HPF 
Microcircuits Digital Texas Instr. HCMOS 
RCA/HarriS CMOS 
ACMOS 
Unear Analog Devices 
Harris 
PM! 
National Scm. 
CPU, RAM Matta MHS Epi-CMOS 
BE-PROM SBEQ 
Optocoupler HP 6N134 
Relays Signal Teldyne V432 
Power LRE M210 
Resistors Metal film Dale RNCSSRLR07 
Network Dale MSMOSMSM09 
Power Dale RWR81 RWR84 
RWR89 
RER60 
Transistors Signal Raytheon 
FET Intern. Rect. 
Miscellaneous X-ta1s Quartzk:eramic 
Fuses Uttlefuse FM08A125 FMO-
4A125 
Inductors Belfuse 0446 
Sprague 66Z 
Oscillators Spectrum Tech- 4116-283 
Dologies 
7 
Quality spec 
Mll.rC-39014 1vI. S. 
ESNSCC 3006,.009 IvI. B3 
Mll.rC-39003101 IvI. D 
ESNSCC 3401 IvI. B3 
MILC-SS302I161 
MIL-S1D-883C IvI. B-2 
MIL-S1D-883C IvI. B-2 
MIL-S1D-883C IvI. B-2 
MIL-S1D-883C IvI. B-2 
., 
MIL-S1D-883C IvI. B-2 
ESNSCC 9000 IvI. B 
MIL-S1D-883C IvI. B-2 
TXVB 
MJL.R-3901S Hi-ReI 
MJL.R-6106J ER, Hi·Rel 
MJL.R-SSIB2 M. S 
MD.rR-83M)l 
MD.rR-39007 M. R 
MD.rR-390071v1. R 
MJL.R-390091v1. R 
MD.rS-19S00 JANTXV 
MD.rS-19S00 JANTXV 
MD.rF-23419 
MD.rD-238S9 
MD.r T-21038 
MIL-O·SS310101 
Outside this unit are only batteries, solar panels, radios, 
attitude sensors, attitude actuators and propulsion units. 
In FREJA we call this unit the FREJA System Unit 
(FSU). It is a 13 litre box weighing approximately 15 kg 
containing 13 printed circuit boards (220x260 mm). It 
performs the functions listed in Table 3. 
Combining these all these functions in one unit repre-
sents saves interface engineering costs. One person 
handles the interface work as an integral part of the 
design process. Of course this advantage is offset by 
slightly more complex testing of these functions. The 
FSU communicates with experiments through single 
connector only carrying a two-way serial link via opto-
couplers and 28 VDC for powering the experiment and 
a heater power circuit. All telemetry data going to the 
ground are also available to all experiments and com-
mands are sent to the experiments only as part of this 
serial bitstream. No high-level commands except pyro 
firings are provided by the FSU. This very clean in-
terface to each experiment can be simulated by an 
extension board to a personal computer - a 8satellite 
emulatorft against which each experiment can !>e desig-
ned and tested. When the experiments arrived for 
integration on the satellite the data handling interface 
rarely presented any problems. 
The FSU, developed by the Swedish Space Corporation, 
is fully redundant and uses Matra-Harris' 8001 
microprocessor. A decision was made early in the 
project not to buy "space-quaIitied" parts for the BSys-
tem Unit" because of their intolerably long delivery 
times. A different parts specification also saved costs. 
Thus, MD...-STD parts were bought having a radiation 
tolerance several times higher than the 2.6 kRad total 
radiation dose expected during the mission and also 
reasonably insensitive to Single Events. Critical parts 
(CPU, RAM, .. ) were bought to higher specifications. 
Receiving inspection and test (parameter testing) was 
used on all EEE parts. Table 4 lists the EEE-parts used 
in the FSU in terms of manufacturer, types and specifi-
cation. 
4.8 Experiment Support Units 
The Wue Booms (Type 841(0) made by Weitzmann 
Consulting Inc, U.S.A. support the F1 (Electric Fields) 
and F4( Waves) experiment. The Wire boom systems 
contain a reel of cable connected to a spherical electric 
field sensor. The wire boom systems reel out the cables 
to 15 meters length when the satellite has reached its 
final orbit the spin of the satellite keeps the wire taut. 
The wire is actually a multiconductor cable which 
transfers signals from the spherical tip sensor to the 
electronics units of the F1 and F4 experiments. Thus, 
each of the six Wire Boom systems consists basically of 
a cable reel, a DC electric motor, the cable, various 
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switches and connectors and structural details. I 
The Stiff Booms were designed and manufactured by I 
Science Management and Engineering GmbH, Ger-
many.· There are two stiff booms on FREJA, each 1.9 
metres long. Their purpose is to extend the flux gate I 
(F2 instrument) and search coil (F4 instrument) mag-
netometers from the satellite body. Two other sensor 
probes will also be attached to the booms, namely the 
so-called Langmuir and high-frequency probes (F4 I 
instrument). The two booms each have two hinged 
sections. Each boom section consists of a combination 
of glass fibre and CFRP (Carbon-Fibre Reinforced I 
Plastic). 
5 Procurement Methods 
Below follows a summary of some of the key procure-
ment methods used to keep program cost down. 
I 
Use competition: Whereever possible, competition was I 
used in procuring equipment and services. Competing 
proposals were obtained for all hardware and manpower 
tasks. In the development phase suppliers were chosen I 
from these bidders, except when a country participating 
in the project contributed in kind with hardware or 
services. All equipment contracts and most service I 
contracts were fixed price contracts. U.S. companies 
offered firm, fixed contracts, while European suppliers 
insisted on escalation clauses! 
Eliminate subsystem contractors: Swedish Space I 
Corporation as the Prime Contractor for FREJA has 
assumed subsystem responsibility and only procured on I 
equipment leveL Since many units will be off-the-shelf 
equipment and because the ·System Unit- combines 
several subsystems such an approach is possible for a I 
very small project team (9 persons). It will save money 
by avoiding the costly layers of management that 
sUbsystem contractors would introduce. Not only is a 
layer o~ management avoided but also a layer of docu-I 
mentation. 
Limit subcontractor responsibility: A subcontractor, I 
FFV Aerotech, has been used for carrying out the 
practical work of assembling the satellite, transporting 
it to the test sites and carrying out the tests as specified 
by SSe. The -Assembly, Integration & Test- (AIT) I 
contractor has had a work force consisting of 6 persons. 
The AIT contractor was given practical tasks and was 
not required to take any significant technical risks. This I 
made it possible to keep the AIT contract sum low and 
also to obtain a fixed price contract. SSC absorbed the 
technical risk:. Another potential advantage of limiting I 
supplier technical responsibility and financial risk is that 
smaller companies can be used. Such smaller suppliers 
may be very skillful, unbureaucradc, have small over-
I 
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head costs and offer quick turn-around times, while not 
being able to absorb so much risk. 
Minimize documentation requirements: Suppliers of off-
the-shelf equipment were encouraged to propose 
minimum documentation while adhering strictly to their 
normal quality and test procedures. Preparing docu-
ments is very costly, and by asking the supplier to use 
the methods of QA and test employed in delivering 
equipment to ESA, NASA or 000, the project essenti-
ally "piggybacked" on the QA requirements of these 
organizations. 
Perform costly equipment acceptance tests win-house": 
In addition, sse made additional savings by performing 
certain equipment acceptance tests in-house. It was, for 
example, found very expensive to let the vendors 
perform thermal vacuum testing of the hardware. The 
price was typically USD 10,000 per uniL These tests 
were performed in-house by sse on many units: Rx, Tx, 
Sun sensors, shunts etc.. 
Use performance incentives: Such incentives have been 
used once in the project. The contractor used to make 
production drawings for the structure, manage all 
workshops and assemble the structure was given an 
incentive of 15000 SEK/kg of reduced mass. At that 
point the satellite was overweight by 5 kg. The contrac-
tor shaved off 15 kg (!) from the specified structure 
mass. Of course sse had to make all the analyses to 
prove that the structure was strong enough to withstand 
tests and flighL 
6 Engineering Methods 
To keep costs low engineering work has been stream-
lined whenever possible. Some examples of such met-
hods are given below. 
Avoid wanalysis over-killW: For example, all equipment 
brackets were not analyzed, only those which were 
found to be SUbjected to significant forces. The remai-
ning brackets were qualified during the qualification 
vibration tesL The gains in this case were off-set by the 
fact that it was found after the vibration tests together 
with the main satellite that the vibration levels specified 
by the launcher agency were too low, thus requiring 
additional analysis at a fairly late stage. Sometimes it is 
less costly to make a design change than to continue a 
costly analysis of an existing design. This was the case 
when a problem was identified which required knowled-
ge of the temperature of a solid rocket motor casing 
after firing. A preliminary analysis costing several tens 
of thousands of S performed by the motor manufacturer 
gave a predicted temperature in the range of 230-480 
0c. The critical temperature which the motor structure 
temperature could not exceed was approximately 290 
9 
0c. A detailed, but expensive, analysis was offered. 
Rather than performing this, the problem was wremo-
ved" by attaching a temperature resistant spacer bet-
ween the motor and the motor mounL The design 
change was much less costly than the continued analysis 
which would probably have led to the design change 
anyhow! 
Contract Wone-shot analyses" to external experts: 
Structural and thermal analyses are tasks that extend for 
a large fraction of the project duration and are tightly 
bound to the system design. Therefore the project team 
shall be able to do these within itself. However, speciali-
zed, wone-shotW analysis tasks should be given to external 
experts. 
Remove tests and rely on analysis: The nutation 
damper design (tube and endpots) was based on theory 
found in a Fokker study which was part of an ES1Ee 
contraCL The calculated performance was checked with 
tested performance of similar dampers used on the 
German AMPTE satellite, and found to be acceptable. 
Actual testing of the FREJA dampers was therefore 
deleted, resulting in cost savings of approximately USD 
30,000. 
Qualify during system vibration tests: It was our 
experience during the Tele-X communications satellite 
project that many large appendages such as antenna 
reflectors and solar panels were overtested during 
equipment vibration tests due to non-representative 
mechanical interfaces. The equipment level vibration 
test requirement for the Freja solar panels was deleted 
and the qualification of the panels was instead perfor-
med during the system acceptance vibration tesL The 
intention initially was to have at least one flight panel 
ready for the system qualification vibration test, but the 
panel was not ready in time. 
Avoid multiple specification margins: Typical equipment 
vibration qualification levels for FREJA equipment 
were set at 15 g's between 10-100 Hz. For FREJA, 
significant notches (down to 2 g's) were granted to 
certain experiment units in their equipment vibration 
specifications. These notches were based on the prelimi-
nary coupled analysis results and the results of the 
structural qualification vibration tests. As FREJA 
subsystems were not contracted out, no extra margins 
were imposed as is often the case. With such extra 
margins at each contractual level the result is higher 
and higher equipment vibration specs that eventually 
could lead to overtest and costly failures of the speci-
men. 
Use powerful and easily available analysis tools: The 
follOwing powerful analysis tools have been invaluable 
for the project: A good F~te-Element-Modelling code 
(ABAQUS), a good thermal analyzer (SSPTA) and 
ESABASE a compueter-aided engineering toool used 
for such tasks as equipment placement, gravity gradient 
analysis, radiation analysis. These tools were directly 
available to the project team and analyses are run 
within hours of finding problems. No work orders or 
contract negotiations were required. The work was just 
made when needed! 
7 Model Philosophy & System Tests 
On equipment level, ·off-the-shelf" equipment required 
only acceptance testing (or delta-qual if FREJA qual 
levels exceeded previous qual levels), while new equip-
ment required an engineering model, a qual modeVflight 
spare and a flight unit. 
One complete satellite model is built, the ·protoOigbt· 
model, which is subjected to qualification tests and used 
for actual flight. Qualification of the structure as well as 
system level acceptance vibration tests were performed 
in China, while space simulation tests h~ve been 
performed at !ABG, MUnchen. The flight structure with 
equipment mass dummies mounted was used for 
thermal blanket manufacturing and fitting. 
Table 5 FREJA System Tests. Test sites: S = Swe-
den, G = !ABG, Munich, Germany C = Beijing, 
China 
FREJA SYSTEM LEVEL TESTS 
Static load test S 
Structural qualif. vibration test C 
EMC system level test (REE only) S 
Acoustic noise test G 
Mass properties test G 
Deployment test G 
Acceptance vibration test C 
Solar simulation vacuum test G 
Magnetic survey G 
Ground station compatibility test S 
However, a ·bench test model· (B1M) of the satellite 
was built up in SSC's lab early in the program. This 
consists of the breadboard model of the System Unit, a 
copy of the flight harness, commercial grade batteries, 
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simulators for solar panels and wire booms, engineering I 
model or breadboard experiments, engineering models 
of new equipment (attitude sensors), flight spares for I 
receivers and tramsmitters, flight units for antennas, 
pyro simulators. The BTM is used to verify System Unit 
hardware and software design. It is also used for ~un- I 
tinge EM!, testing onboard and ground software. The 
breadboard System Unit hardware and software con-
figuration is updated to be similar to the flight unit. 
The BTM has been in use daily throughout satellite I 
integration and environmental tests for troubleshooting, 
and will probably also be usede in flight for validation 
of flight control procedures. The BTM is a cost-saving I 
tooL Time-consuming trouble-shooting tests need not 
be performed on the flight satellite, but can be perfor-
med unhurriedly in parallel with satellite testing. 
Harness routing was performed on a high-fidelity I 
wooden mock-np using the same equipment mass 
dummies that were later used for the system qualifica- I 
tion vibration test. A full scale sheet-metal RF test 
model of the satellite with a prototype TC antenna and 
the Ulysses flight spare TM antenna (on loan from 
ESA-Thanks!) was used early in the project for antenna I 
range measurements aimed at finding the optimum 
location of TM and TC antennas. This model was 
updated and used with FREJA flight antennas to make I 
a final verification of antenna radiation patterns. 
Except for the use of the protoflight model philosophy I 
on system level no normal spacecraft system tests have 
been deleted from the FREJA development program. In 
addition to the antenna range measurements made on 
the RF test model, the system level tests listed in I 
Table 5 have been performed on the protoflight satelli-
te. 
8 Management Methods I 
A small satellite project also needs streamlined manage-
ment to keep costs down. The key factors in achieving I 
such streamlining are simple customer interfaces and a 
small project team. 
Customer Interface: A cost-saving feature in the I 
FREJA project has been the very flexible attitude of the 
Customer (the Swedish National Space Board, SNSB) I 
regarding reporting. Because of the co-location of SSC 
and its Customer, oral reports were given directly to the 
President of the Board on a day-to-day basis. Formal, 
brief written reports have been submitted at roughly 21 
month intervals in connection with meetings of the 
Science Committee and board of directors of the SNSB. 
The SSC project manager also issued a "Project New-I 
sletter· at three-month intervals giving news about 
progress and problems. The technical interface with the 
Customer was the Project Scientists. SSC discussed I 
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directly with Professors Lundin and Haerendel about 
satellite performance and technical risks. Such matters 
were also freely addressed at the Science Team meetings 
held every 6 months. At such meetings scientists and 
engineers from PI:s and CoI:s participated without 
limitation. Design reviews have been attended by SNSB 
administrators and scientists and engineers from the 
experimenters. 
The small project team - the ·sink-or-swim" approach: 
When starting FRETA it was evident that the only 
chance to meet budget constraints was to use a very 
small, multi-skilled project team throughout the design. 
development and test phase. One of several inspiration 
sources in organizing the FRETA team has been the 
·Skunk Works" organization at Lockheed set up by 
wKellY- Johnson to develop such airplanes as the U-2 
and SR-71 "Blackbirdw. In his memoirs Johnson1listed 
fourteen points to observe when running a wSkunk 
Worksw organization. The following four points are of 
particular interest: 
W 
1. The SIamk Works manager must be delegated prac-
tically complete control of his program in all aspects. 
He should report to a division president or higher . .... . 
3. The number of people having any connection with the 
project must be restricted in an almost vicious manner. 
Use a small number of good people (10 percent to 25 
percent compared to the so-called normal systems). 
4. A very simple drawing and drawing release system with 
great flexibility for making changes must be provided. 
5. There must be a minimum number of reports required, 
but important work must be recorded thoroughly. 
• 
In organizing the FRETA project team we tried to 
follow these recommendations. The same small group 
has worked on the project more or less full-time. Very 
little part-time manpower has been used. In this way the 
risk of a part-time worker using more time than alloca-
ted in the budget is avoided. 
However, this philosophy requires that the project team 
can handle all technical, management and clerical 
matters (team members type their own memos and type 
and send letters and faxes). In FRETA, this is what we 
have been forced to to do; It has been a philosophy of 
·sink or swimw, 
Since almost every team member in addition to tech-
nical tasks has a subcontractor management task he/She 
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will identify with the project, become an active partici-
pant in the daily management of the project and be 
acutely aware of the schedule constraints imposed on 
the work. So, each team member is important and not 
immediately replaceable. This presents a risk to the 
project in case a team member leaves the company, 
becomes ill or is otherwise incapacitated. However, 
these risk are greatly outweighed by the many advanta-
ges in having a small project team. Below follows a 
description of some of the more obvious. 
A small team minimizes costly interface work: A small 
team minimizes interface work. For example, a two-
person team at sse were responsible for structure 
design and analysis, location of units & mass balancing, 
thermal design and harness routing. Such a small group 
means that a large number of interface drawings could 
be deleted. 
A small team is the basis for quality: A small team also 
means that everyone can participate in project meetings 
and get an overview of all activities in the project and 
how their own work is related to the overall progress of 
the project. Actually. the project meetings have not only 
been used for reviewing progress and wnagging about 
action items" but also for discussing and deciding on 
design. test and other technical problems. 
With everyone participating in the discussion, every 
system aspect is represented, and high-quality technical 
decisions can be taken quickly with very little 
paperwork. The team has an overview of the system and 
the ·conceptual integrity- of the system is maintained in 
everyone's mind. This is how quality is ~unt-in· (we 
sincerely hope)! 
By having the same persons be involved in design. 
manufacturing and test matters such as parts, materials 
and processes selection will not be forgotten. Of course, 
the use of recognized standards and guidelines is 
essential, but the enforcement of such guidelines 
requires no extra effort, since each worker is responsible 
for the performance of his/hers part of the final product 
as measured in system testing. 
A small team can reduce cost by absorbing risk: SSe's 
project team has been responsible not only for design 
tasks but also for the system test specifications. predic-
tions and test evaluation reports. This meant that test 
requirements were taken into account already in the 
design stage of the system hardware. 
This also meant that the AIT contractor was mainly 
contracted to do "hands-on· work, with the actual 
responsibility for test methods and test setup always 
remained with SSe. thus saving money (buying wrisk 
absorption- is costly!). 
Figure 6 Block diagram of the FREJA satellite 
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Table 6 FREJA Experiment Summary 
Nr Experiment Name Princlpallnvestigator 
F1 Electric Fields 1="'" of T<dmo1ogy, Sweden 
F2 Magnetic Fields APlJJohns Hopkins Univ., Md, USA 
F3C Cold Plasma NRC, Canada 
F3H Particles; Hot Plasma Swedish Institute of Space Physics, 
Kiruna 
F4 WBVeS Swedish Institute of Space Pbysic:s, 
UppsaI.a 
FS Auroral Imager Univ. of Caigmy, Canada 
F6 Electron Beam Max-Planck Institut, Garching, FRO 
F7 Panicle Com:lator Max-Planck Institut, Oarchlng, FRO 
Six radial wire booms (1<ISm) and two stiff radial booms (l",,2m) 
Housekeeping 
Synchronisation 
'T'l'\"r A t 
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Fl ElectIic Field 
F2 Magnetic Field 
TX Whip anterma 
Mass 
";i' J1;J1 (kg) 
537 9.0 30.7 
3sn 4.0 1433 
5.79 6.2 16.38 
9.52 15.6 4298 
8.40 11.6 75.73 
9.94 6.7 44.01 
8.49 13.0 26.61 
21.60 
- -
- - 5.13 II 
-
- 6~1 
73.08 66.1 
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR FREJA 
ON-BOARD COMPUTER 
Processor 
Memruy 
Parallel IfF 
Serial IfF 
Software 
Matta Harris MRS, 8OC31 12 MHz 
2 kB PROM (Boot, TC decoding~) 
8 kB RAM (Command queue, variables) 
32 kB EEPROM (Applications software) 
Telemetry 
96 bits command register 
Telecommand input from TC 
bitsynchronizer 
Output to 1200 baud AFSK modem 
feeding UHF FM transmitter 
Sequential Multitasking Orbital 
Operations Software in 'PI..JM' 
'IELECOMMANDfIELEMETRY FUNCTIONS 
Telecommand outputs 
Main telemetry 
.Analog TM Channels 
Digital Telemetry Status 
OBDH 
.AnalogIDigital 
Telemetry Serial Output 
72 latched commands 
24 bit command interf.ace/user (1 users) 
64 pyro commands 
Random access addressed telemetry 
cbannels 
128 x ± 5 V subcoromutated .. 
8 x ± 5 V superoommutated 
80x O/SV CMOS 
Star network: transmits TM and TC 
to/l'rom 15 users at up to 1 Mbits/Sec. 
12 bits conversion 
PCM bi-phase synchrounous data stream 
at :selectable 2621524/1048 kbps rate. 
POWER DIsmmUTIoN 
Main Bus Voltage 
Main Bus Regulation 
Power Switching 
Current monitoring 
26-29 Volts 
Zener-stabilized shunts in sunlight, one 
per solar array string. 
Battery :series regulators in eclipse 
40 over-currentJunder-voltage resettab1e 
fused switches 
40 current monitors for aitical equipment 
MAIN BUS SOLAR ARRAYS 
Numbers of strings/cells 16 strings with 91 cells in series in each 
Cells 19 x 39 rom BSFR 14% (Si) 
Output 137 Watts at 29.5 Volts, EOL 
BATTERY CHARGING SOLAR ARRAY 
Numbers of stringslcells 
Cells 
Output voltage/current 
5 strings with 9 cells in series in each 
19 x 39 rom BSFR 14% (Si) 
38 Vol~.3 A per string when coupled in 
:series with main bus strings. 
RF 1RANSMrITERS 
High speed Frequency: 2208.1629 MHz 
RF output power: 2 Watts 
Phase modulation 
Frequency: 400.55 MHz 
RF output power: 2 Watts 
Frequency modulation 
COMMAND RECEIVERS 
Frequency 
IF bandwidth 
Modulation 
AN1ENNAS 
S-band Transmit 
400 MHz Transmit 
Command Receive 
S1RUCfURE 
The Central Tube 
Platforms 1ft. Walls 
Structural inser1a 
Rocket Motor Support 
449.95 MHz 
ISO kHz 
FM (frequency modulation) 
Quadrifilar short resonant conical helix, 
0>-3 dBi within ±9fP of spin axis. 
0>-4.5 dBi within ±~ of spin axis. 
Right hand circular poIadzation. 
Quarter-wave whip. 
Crossed dipole, 0>-10 dBi over 
hemisphere, typically +SdBi within ±6IP 
of spin axis. Right hand drcuIar 
polarization. 
Cast magnesium, thickness of 5 rom. 
Diameter 440 rom. 
Perforated. corrosion-l"CSistant AlIA! 
honc:ycomb core, 0.1 rom aluminium face-
sheets glued to the core. Aira'aft grade. 
Some panels use integrated edge-beam.s. 
Potted inser1a with Stycast 1090 with 
minimum void (-1%) 
KevIar 49 fibre as a reinforcement to 
Eccobond 104 epoxy. 
ATTITUDE DE1ERMINATION AND CON1ROL 
Digital Sun Sensor 
Magnetometers 
Earth Sensor 
Magnetorquers 
Nutation damper 
PROPULSION 
Orbit adjustment 
Spin up/down 
Coarse range: 1fP -9fP from spin axis, ± 1° 
resolution 
Fme range:fP-1fP, ± 0.10 resolution 
Two 3-axis flux-gate magnetometers 
Dynamic range ± 60 JlT (O-SV, 12 bits) 
Linearity ± 0.2 Jl T 
Stability of zero field ± 0.2 ""T 
Horizon Crossing Indicator 
Precession: 142.5 Am2 ,iron con.; redundant 
windings 
Spin: SO.5 Am2, iron con.; redundant 
windings 
"tube-with-endpot" fluid damper. 
Two solid propellant motors 
Solid propeJ.lant (no metal additives) 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
All equipment qualified to meet Long March 2C (rongbly equivalent 
to Ariane 4) requirements for vibration,thermal cyde and vacuum, 
shock, balance and EMC. The System Unit has been tested over a 
temperature range of fPc to +40 Dc. 
9 Flight Operations 
9.1 Launch Campaign 
The FREJA crew arrived at JSLC on August 19, 1992 
and the jet cargo plane with the satellite and all GSE 
landed in the Gobi desert on August 21. Integration 
and checkout ofFREJA was performed until September 
26, when FREJA was integrated with the launch vehicle 
which was erected on the pad the same day. Thereafter 
a 5-minute computer checkout of FREJA was 
conducted via the umbilical from the blockhouse twice 
daily. The umbilical which reached the satellite through 
a door in the piggyback cabin was disconnected 
manually 18 hours before the planned launch. The 
satellite was just idle from that moment until separation 
in orbit when the on board computer was started by the 
action of separation switches. The launch was delayed 
24 hours and the time between umbilical disconnect and 
launch was 42 hours, during which time there was no 
contact with FREJA 
The Chinese side provided a numerical ~jectory 
display and running commentary about the progress of 
the flight in English inside the blockhouse, so two SSC 
engineers stayed in the blockhouse during the launch on 
October 6. 
Telemet:z:y 
Data. 
Tele-
I 
Orbit was confirmed directly after bum-out, but parking I 
orbit parameters were not given until about three hours 
after launch. The satellite carries a narrOW-band 400 I 
MHz transmitter which can be picked up by an 
omnidirectional antenna. SSC picked up signals at the 
launch site from this transmitter hour 1 and 38 minutes I 
after launch exactly on schedule confirming that 
FREJA:s both rocket motors had fired nOminally. 
9.2 Satellite Control I 
Data are received at Esrange, Kiruna. Sweden and at 
the Prince Albert Satellite Station (PASS) in Canada's I 
Saskatchewan province. PASS is well located to receive 
real-time data when the satellite traverses the auroral 
oval Commands are only transmitted from Esrange and 
can be stored on board for later execution. The control I 
center at Esrange, the Freja Operations Center (FOq 
is essentially a PC-LAN with PC workstations 
(Figure 7). Normally, there is only one operator in I 
FOe. During passes he/She uses the telemetry and 
telecommand workstation, and between passes the tape 
copying work station. The operations team has a staff of I 
four persons. Since the orbit node drifts 24 hours in 
local time in 102 days the working hours of the 
operators change around the clock. 
I 
I 
To tbe J!'REJA 
Scientific 
Center 
Work Station 1 Work Station Z W .. or:,:tnko, nnl 3 LlAJh 
I 
I 
I 
commands Telemetry 
Woz:k station 4 
GeneJ:ate summaxy plots 
Pl:ocIuce raw data tapes 
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File Server 
Novell 386 
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2 x 1000 
MByte 
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drives 
Kisc. ~Laser printer for 
Data Summary Plots 
Wozk station 5 
DAT cassette copying 
Figure 7 Computer system configuration of the FREJA Operations Center 
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Most commands are stored on board for later eXe<:ution, 
even such mundane tasks as transmitter on/off 
switching. This eases the burden on the operator during 
the 20 minute passes and eliminates most of the risk for 
erronous commands being transmitted when the 
operator is rushed. The satellite has the capability to 
store up to 500 commands. Sometimes the command 
queue needs to be refreshed several times per day. 
While over the North American continent the satellite 
operates entirely under stored commands. 
The most critical housekeeping task, onboard battery 
management. is handled entirely by on board software 
and the operator normally does not need to worry at all 
about this task. The on board software has several 
charge control methods, but the one seltx:ted is using an 
amp-hour meter implemented in software and using a 
k-factor of 1.05. The operator just che<:ks that on a 
weekly basis that the end-of-charge VOltages do not go 
up or down systematically. In such a case the k-factor 
can be changed by telecommand. during the first 300 
days of operation we have not had any reasons to 
change the k-factor. 
9.3 Science data colle<:tion 
Science data taking operations started at full scale on 
October 24, 1992, when data reception started at the 
Prince Albert Satellite Station in Saskatchewan, Canada. 
The two ground stations (Esrange & Prince Albert) 
receive and distribute data on DAT (Digital Audio 
Tape) cassettes. During the first 300 days about 140 
cassettes with 700 MB on each has been distributed in 
8 copies. So about 170 GigaBytes of data has been 
generated by the proje<:t so far. 
So-called FREJA Summary Plots are generated at 
Esrange and distributed via Internet in PostScript 
format. Data reception is also carried out at regular 
intervals at a Japanese station in the Antarctic, Syowa 
(69'lS,3935°E). 
The scientific work with FREJA is carried out in 
several modes. There is a wFREJA Interactive Science 
Center" (FISC) available at Esrange where scientists can 
operate their instruments in real time when the satellite 
passes near Sweden and interact face-to-face with the 
satellite operators. Another mode is to receive data and 
send commands via INTERNET dire<:tly from computer 
terminals at their institutes. A third mode is the 
"workshop· mode, when Principal Investigators (PI) and 
Co-Investigators (Col) gather at FISC to analyze data 
together and also run the instruments in real-time. 
Already in October 1992 the Canadian auroral imager 
produced pictures of the aurora. The pictures in 
Figure 8 are from Orbit 264 which occured on October 
15 
26, 1992 at 0715:45 UT. The two images in the figure 
are from each one of the two cameras. Camera 0 is 
centered on the LBH bands of Nitrogen (134-180 nm) 
while Camera 1 is centered on the 130.4 nm oxygen 
emission. A graph showing a FREJA field of view is 
also included. The pictures were provided by courtesy of 
the Institute of Space Research of the University of 
Calgary, Canada. 
c.tm OOn544ut am 1 on544ut 
FREJA 264I!1Z1026 
Figure 8 UV Images of the Aurora 
9.4 Orbit Determination 
FREJA is tracked at weekly intervals using the 9 meter 
tracking dishes at Brange. The monopulse autotrack 
antennas generate azimuth and elevation data from 
three passes spread over 2 days. SoFREJA does not 
have a transponder; only angle tracking is performed. 
The tracking antennas at Brange have an 
azimuth/elevation bias of 0.05° (la) and 82/el noise of 
33 arcsec (la ).Simulations show that after one week the 
maximum. uncertainty in satellite position is 10 km (due 
to random variations in the Solar UV Flux). This 
accuracy in satellite position is needed both for 
scientific reasons and to enable the Prince Albert 
Satellite Station to find the satellite with its very narrow 
beamwidth 24 meter dish! Brange uses the General 
Orbit Determination System (GODS) software 
developed by the German Space Operations Center to 
compute the osculating element sets and the state 
vector. 
Element Element set epoch 
set (Year day number) 
source 
nge 1993 25.25000000 
NORAD 1993 17.82223405 
State vector epoch 
(Year day number) 
1993 25.25000000 
1993 25.25000000 
Difference in state vector (Brange-NORAD) 
I Position difference 
I Total velocity difference 
9.5 Spin Axis Precession Maneuvers 
FREJA uses magnetic torquers to control the 
orientation of the spin vector and the spin rate. 
Attitude data are collected from the earth sensor, the 
sun sensor and magnetometers at the point along the 
orbit where the best attitude solution can be found. The 
control center uses a software tool to find this point 
and then commands the satellite to store SO sensor 
samples in its memory for later readout over 
ESRANGE. Based on theses twice-dally attitude data 
maneuvers are planned. Precession torquer On/off times 
are computed on the ground and uplinked to the 
satellite as a list of stored commands. Normally 
maneuvers are made either in RA or declination. The 
torquer is commanded "on" at times seleted so that 
attitude drift in "the other" direction (declination if an 
RA maneuver is made and vice versa) is minimized, 
Torquer ·on" time determines the rate at which the 
maneuver is made. 
I 
For normal planning tasks in the control center this I 
element set is converted to the equivalent Two-Une 
format (used by the US Space Command) and I 
propagated with the use of the SGP algorithm 
(SpaceTrack Simplified General Perturbations). This 
analytical orbit generator runs fast on PC:s. Element I 
sets for FREJA generated by US Space Command 
(NORAD) are also downloaded from NASA Goddard's 
Bulletin Board System and other sources. Space 
Command tracks FREJA at roughly 5 day intervals. A I 
numerical test (table below) shows that if the SGP 
algorithm is used with Space Command element sets 
the position of the satellite as computed 7 days after the I 
element set epoch deviates about 9 km from the 
position determined by Brange tracking. This shows 
that if Space Command keeps tracking FRFJA at about 
5 day intenais the Two-line element sets and SGP I 
provide the orbital position accuracy needed for all our 
purposes! 
I 
State vector (km). (kmIs) 
I VX 
2.708 -5.077 3.684-
-5369.6 899.0 5881.5 2.711 -5.081 3.681 I 
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-5.7 5.4 -3.5 -0.003 0.004 0.003 
II 8.6 
0.006 II 
FREJA is sun-pointing to provide maximum electrical I 
power. Scientists sometimes require deviations from 
pure sun-pointing. The desire to have particle detectors 
lined up with the magnetic field line at appropriate 
places along the orbit has prompted many maneuvers.1 
In Figure 9 the motion of the spin vector relative to the 
direction of the sun. It certainly looks like a "can of 
worms" but is mostly the result of carefully planned I 
maneuvers. Since FREJA is a sun-pointer the boom 
plane is seldom aligned with the orbital plane and this 
causes drift of the spin axis. Such drift can be seen in I 
Figure 10 where the sun angle as function of time is 
shown. Between day 100 and day 120 the spin vector 
has drifted freely. This effect is easy to model on a 
computer to plan maneuvers. Attitude maneuvers are I 
now made at 7-10 day intervals. Attitude maneuvers are 
also made during the long periods during which FREJA 
is in constant sunlight, i.e. the time in eclipse is zero I 
and on board temperatures tend to rise. In order to 
keep battery temperatures below :z5OC the satellite is 
maneuvered to a sun angle of about :;00. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Figure 10 The angle between the FREJA spin vector and the vector pointing to the sun. Manuvers are shown 
dotted and free drift of the spin vector are shown as thick lines. 
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9.6 Spin Decay and Spin-Up maneuvers 
A satellite spinning in a magnetic field suffers decay of 
its spinrate due to energy losses caused !1 eddy currents 
in if:S structure. An approximate method for estimating 
this decay has been developed. It is based on the 
approximation of the satellite's body with a spherical 
shell The time constant for the decay "'s is: 
I 
't' =_6_. 
/I pJil' (1) 
ls=spin axis Mol B2 is the averaged value of the 
magnetic field perpendicular to the spin (f=orbit 
period). 
2'11: ,. p=-a"ad 
3 
(2) 
(3) 
I 
Where a is the radius of the spherical shell, d its I 
thickness and a its electrical conductivity. For a satellite 
that is not a sphere one tries to compute the surface I 
area of for example a central tube in the structure and 
compute the radius a of a sphere with the same surface 
area. For FREJA the surface area of the central tube (if I 
regarded as a closed wcanj is: 
2'lt'rl+2'lt'~=2'lt'-0.22-0.44 + 2'lt'-0.222=0.91 m2• 
A sphere with the corresponding surface has the radius I 
a=0.27 m. The thickness d ofthe tube is 5 -10-~ and its 
material is magnesium (aM =2.17-107 mho/m). SO the I 
quantity p=1197.7 mho-mt. By numerical integration 
a typical value for the ·overlinedw B2 has been obtained: 
5.1_10 .. 10 Wb2/m4• The moment of inertia of FREJA in 
its present wire boom configuration is ls=159.84 kg m2.1 
Inserting these numbers in (1) we obtain ",&=2.6 - 108 
sec = 3028 days. So, since the spin rate is 10 rpm, over 
a 4Q..day period we would e:x:pect the spin to decay I 
10-(4013028)=0.13 rpm. The actually observed spin 
decay over 40 days is 0.12 rpm. So, we can conclude 
that eddy currents induced in the structure is the most 
probable cause of the spin decay which also seems to be I 
very consistent (See Figure 11) as one would expect 
from decay caused by the Earth's magnetic field. So, the 
method2 for computing the spin decay seems to be I 
adequate for estimates of this effect when designing a 
spinning satellite. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Hlsslon ElaPSed Tine (daws) I 
I 
6 20.0 UT 
Figure 11 Variations in the spin rate of FREJA Dotted lines are spin-up maneuvers. 
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9.7 Radiation Effects Observed DUring the Mission 
9.7.1 Spacecraft Computer 
A version of the 8OC31 microprocessor manufactured by 
Matta-Harris (France) is used as the main spacerfat 
oomputer. This unit has a documented total dose 
tolerance of 16 kRad. An epitaxial version of the cbi~ 
is available and has a SEU crossection=1.35 10-4 em 
(rate 8.3 • 1O·3/min) and a SEL crossection=4.5 • 10.7 
em2 (rate 281 • 10.5 /min). 
SSC has procured this processor to MIL-SID-883C 
level B (SCC9000 level C). The processor uses a Matta-
Harris HM65641 8k x 8 SRAM as external memory. 
The manufacturer indicates 30 kRad total dose 
tolerance, SEU crossection 5.13 • 10.2 em2 (7.8 • 10.7 
cm2/bit), SEL crossection 1.06 • 10-6 cm2 (6.6 • 10-5 
/min). All single event data were generated with a 
Californium 252 source at LET=43 MeV/(mg/cm2). 
Charge eu~r.nt (~) 
0.!5!5 
During the first 300 days the CPU board watchdog has 
not "barked" once. So the processor itself has not 
suffered any SEU. The RAM oould possibly have been 
the subject of such upsets, since it is used for much 
temporary variable values, but no upset has been 
detected during the first 300 days. Total dose effects are 
not expected during the first year operation since the 
total yearly dose is about 26 kRad, and this is 
oonfirmed by telemetered current data for the so-called 
FREJA System Unit. No current increase has been 
detected so far. 
9.7.2 Solar Array 
The FREJA 24 cell Ni-Cd batteries are charged with 
special charge strings on the solar array. Each of the 
two batteries is charged with two strings in parallel The 
current from these strings is monitored through 
telemetry. This data is shown in Figure 12 below. As 
can be seen from this graph some solar array 
degradation appears to be present. 
....... _ ........ - .... - •• ---_ ... --"'- -- ••• .,. ..... #- .,-- ....... _ ...... _ ....... , ............. * _ .. 
O.!50 
. .................. , ................. _ .............. " 
0.45 
50 100 150 200 250 
Hission ElaPSed T 1ne (days) 
620.0 UT 
Figure 12 Solar array charge current to Battery 1 (solid) and battery 2 (dotted). 
9.7.3 Single Events in one FREJA experiment 
The Electric Field experiment (F1) has been operating 
almost continuously since the time of launch, 
amounting to 7400 operational hours in orbit. Its 
designer, Mr GOran Olsson of the Royal Institute of 
Technology in Stockholm has made an extensive stody 
of several effects of radiation in the form of "single 
events", 
The results of his study could be of interest to other 
designer and is reproduced here: 
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Processor RAM Bit PUps 
When the Fl software is reset and restartecJ. a large part 
of the processor RAM is cleared to aD zeroes. The RAM 
contents can be dumped over the telemetry link by sending 
a command to Fl. By identiJYing the unused areas of the 
RAM, checking these areas for the number of bit cells that 
have flipped to one and finding the time since the last 
reset, the bit error rate can be determined. Actually, when 
testing, the dump is made three times to discard any 
downlink bit errors by majority decision. The bit error rate 
found this way was 2-U16/day. The RAM chips used are 
Hitachi HM62256 (32K*8). This rate is probably too low 
to cause any noticable disturbances in the program 
execution. (On the order of one per year.) 
Burst Memory Bit Flips 
The F1 experiment has a large memory to store data 
gathered at high data rate during short magnetospheric 
events. This memory is called the -burst memory-. The 
memory devices are Hitachi 128k x 8 static RAM chips 
(total of 32). Burst memory bit errors were reported 
already 12 days after launch. The errors were focused on 
the orbits going through the South Atlantic Anomaly. A 
word error rate of 7-10-6 per worst case SAA orbit was 
found. This translates to an estimated bit error rate of 
around l0-6/day. These me.asurements were made with F1 
power turned off, where the memory chips run on lower 
voltage. With F1 turned on, the error rate could be lower. 
Bit errors in the burst memory do not affect the operation 
of the Fl system in any other way than the corruption of 
the stored data. 
Latch Ups 
The Fl system uses a latch-up protection design where the 
local power is turned off if a current increase is detected. 
In the case of the telemetry and control logic, power would 
be turned on again after a few milliseconds, and such an 
event may go unnoticed, although a full soft and hard 
reset is made. In the case of the processor, it will remain 
turned off, and power will be applied to the redundant 
processor #2 Since the processor is identified in the 
telemetry, this is readily seen. It has happened twice in the 
300 days since laun.ch. The cause is most probably single 
event upset induced latch-up, but the action of a spurious 
tum-off command cannot be excluded. The burst memory 
is divided into two boards that normally are turned on, 
and they get turned off permanently if a latch-up is 
detected. A burst memory board has been turned off 
unexpectedly once. The processor used is National 
Semiconductor NS32COl6. Logic IC:s are of the Texas 
Instruments HCMOS family. which the Institute has 
established to be insensitive to I/O transient induced 
latchups .... 
10 Conclusions 
From the experience of designing, developing and 
operating the FREJA satellite for almost a year in orbit 
some general conclusions can be drawn: 
- It is possible to use a small team (8) to design and 
develop a fairly large ·small satellite- (200 kg) 
supporting a high-performance experiment payload 
(70 kg, 70 Watt, 0.5 Mb/s) at reasonable cost 
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- For a mission with a 1-2 year duration, it is possible, I 
provided certain precautions are taken, to use parts 
which have not been procured to the most stringent I 
specificatiOns. 
- A small (four) group of satellite operators using PC I 
technology can receive, copy and distnoute a high 
volume of data per day (0.5 GB/Day) while 
simultaneously controlling the satellite on an around-
the-clock basis. I 
- The concept of letting experimenters have interactive, 
direct, access to their instruments in space in real-I 
time from their own institutes through networks such 
as Internet greatly enhances the efficiency of a 
scientific satellite. 
I 
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